The information contained within this announcement is deemed by the Company to constitute inside information as
stipulated under the Market Abuse Regulations (EU) No. 596/2014 ("MAR"). With the publication of this announcement
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Tekcapital Launches App to Search Global University IP
Tekcapital plc (AIM: TEK), an international provider of technology and intellectual property services, announces that it has
launched a new mobile device application (‘App’) that facilitates the searching of intellectual properties from universities
worldwide.
Designed to help companies address the quickening pace of innovation, the Tekcapital App provides access to information
on international university patents across the range of disciplines. The app automatically indexes a user’s progress and
can export patent data via email for easy sharing. The app is also linked to Tekcapital’s Invention Evaluator service,
enabling the user to assess for an additional fee, the commercial potential of any patent that can be found via the app.
The app’s objective is to allow the user to locate, review and license university technologies with ease. The app’s low cost,
integration with Invention Evaluator, and functionality complements other services provided by Tekcapital which serves
to make it a gateway for organic discovery of the rest of the Company’s offerings.
The app is currently available on iPhone. The Board believes that the app is a competitively priced and specialized new
tool for finding promising university innovations.
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Tekcapital plc - The World’s Largest University Network for Open Innovation
Tekcapital creates value from new, university-developed intellectual property. With its proprietary discovery search
engine, linked to 4,500+ universities in 160 countries, coupled with expert scientific review, Tekcapital provides a turn-key
service to make it easy for clients to find and acquire the IP, analytics and technology transfer professionals they need to
create a competitive advantage. Tekcapital plc is quoted on the AIM market of the London Stock Exchange (AIM: symbol
TEK) and is headquartered in Oxford, in the UK. For more information, please visit www.tekcapital.com
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